IJFAB STYLE GUIDE

Publication of your article in IJFAB is contingent on your adhering to the styles detailed in the 16th edition of The Chicago Manual of Style (CMS) and this IJFAB Style Guide. Please pay particular attention to the sections on notes and references in this Style Guide and to sections 14 and 15 in the CMS.

NB: Remove all special formatting, such as paragraph and character styles, from your manuscript before submission. Do not use Word’s Notes function to create your endnotes, and do not insert reference entries or citations using either Word’s Reference function or external software such as Zotero.

USE THE FOLLOWING SOURCES TO ADDRESS GRAMMAR AND SPELLING
Use the CMS (www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home/html) and the IJFAB Style Guide to address issues of grammar and spelling. If you do not have access to the 16th edition of the CMS, you may find it helpful to consult the Purdue Online Writing Lab (https/old.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/12) or Citesource (http://citesource.trincoll.edu/chicago), where you will find a quick guide to CMS reference styles.

Use the current edition of Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (http://www.m-w.com) for questions about spelling, foreign words, and so forth.
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PAGE LAYOUT
- Use one inch margins.
- Use 12 pt. Times New Roman for the body of your article as well as its Notes and References.
- Double space everything, including Notes and References.
• Do not use an extra line break between paragraphs. Indent .5” instead.
• All text should be left justified, not left and right justified.
• Manuscript order is as follows: title/subtitle, author(s), abstract, keywords, text of article, acknowledgment(s), note(s), references, contributor(s) information.

TITLE AND AUTHOR NAME
• The title and subtitle should be in bold, all caps, and flush left with the margin.
• If the title includes a colon, all text preceding it should be in 12 pt. The text after the colon should be on the next line and in 10 pt. (both lines bold and in all caps).
• For manuscripts accepted for publication, the author name should appear on the next line, bold, in all caps, and in 12 pt.

ABSTRACT
• *IJFAB* requires an abstract of one hundred words or less for essays, review essays, and commentaries (but not book reviews or narratives).
• The “Abstract” head should be two paragraph breaks below the author’s name, in 12 pt. bold, and flush left with the margin.

KEYWORDS
• *IJFAB* requires up to five two- to four-word keyword phrases in generally accessible language for essays, review essays, narratives, and commentaries (but not book reviews). Those phrases should be descriptive of your contribution and will aid in its online searchability.
• The Keywords head should be two page breaks below your Abstract, in 12 pt. bold, and flush with the margin. The phrases should follow the Keywords head. For example,
  o **Keywords**: Psychological effects of mastectomies, mastectomy and body image, medicalization of body image, breastedness and body image, breasted experience. (NB: These are examples of useful, effective keywords.)

CONTRIBUTOR INFORMATION
• Provide a short biographical statement of fifty words or less after the References section.
• The Contributor Information head should be in 12 pt. bold and indented .5”.
• The first line of the Contributor Information should be indented .5”, and your name should be in bold.

SECTION HEADINGS
• *IJFAB* uses A and B heads in essays and review essays and in narratives and commentaries at your discretion and should be identified according to the following styles:
  o A heads should be in 14 pt. roman and bold, indented .5” from the left margin, and distinguished consecutively by Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3, etc.) followed by a period and one space. The abstract is not considered an A head but the introduction should be A subhead 1.
  o B heads should be in 12 pt. roman and bold, indented .5” from the left margin, and distinguished consecutively by lower case letters (a, b, c) followed by a period and one space. Please note that the B heads in each section of your manuscript are consecutive. That is, each section may include subsections a, b, c, and so on.
• Please note that A heads and B heads follow sentence capitalization.
• Use one extra line break after A heads but not after B heads.

ITALICS
• Use italics for emphasis only occasionally; if overused, italics lose their impact.
• Technical terms in particular contexts may be italicized with their first use. After that first use, they should be in roman. For example,
  o We take the term caregiver to refer broadly to any adult who provides primary care.
• Do not italicize words or terms in languages other than English that are common and appear in the main part of Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (e.g., ad hoc, per se, sic, etc.).
• If a non-English word is in the Foreign Words and Phrases section of M-W or not listed at all, put in italics (e.g., bébé).

QUOTATION MARKS
• As with italics, quotation marks (except for titles) should be used sparingly. Called scare quotes, they are often used to signify to a reader that a term is utilized by the author in a nonstandard or special sense, to imply that the term is not the author’s, or that it is not being used as it is usually applied: For example,
  o “Child protection” may, in fact, fail to protect.
  o This standard can be used to decide that one mother is “good,” while another mother is “bad.”
• However, please use quote marks around words used as terms. For example,
  o Identifying that which is moral can be much easier than explaining what we mean by the word “moral.”

HYPHENS AND COMPOUND TERMS
• To determine if a compound term should be hyphenated, refer to the current edition of Merriam-Webster’s Collection Dictionary and to sections 7.7-7.85 of the CMS. In the latter, you’ll find a handy chart of compounds by category, parts of speech, formed with specific terms, and words formed with prefixes.

SPACING
• Do not insert page breaks, and remove any existing inserted page breaks.
• Add two line breaks between the Abstract, the Keywords, and the body of the text; between the body of the text and the Acknowledgment (if one is one offer) or the Notes; between the Notes and the References; and between the References and Contributor Information.
• Use only one space after terminal punctuation (i.e., periods, questions marks, exclamation marks, etc.).

GRAMMAR
• Use grammar as directed in the CMS.
• Use only English grammar.
• If English is not your first language, it is advised that you use an English proofreader.
SPELLING

- Use U.S. (American) spelling rather than British: for example, favor rather than favour; color rather than colour; and so forth.
- However, in direct quotations and for names of publications and institutions, do not change British spelling and punctuation.
- For the possessive of names ending in “s,” add ’s except for Jesus and Moses: for example, Jesus’ brother and Moses’ sister, but Tess’s friend.
- Use *Merriam-Webster’s* first listing when presented with more than one choice of spellings or words.

PUNCTUATION

- Use only one space after terminal punctuation.
- Use the Oxford (serial) comma: for example, red, white, blue, and purple.
- Use a comma after introductory adverbial phrases, no matter how short: for example,
  - Surprisingly, even one word introductory adverbial phrases must be followed by a comma.
- Set commas and periods within quotation marks.
- All other punctuation (e.g., semicolons, colons, and question and exclamation marks) should be placed outside of quotation marks unless they are part of the material quoted.
- Sayings, mottoes, and slogans should be set off with a comma or colon and punctuation marks: for example,
  - Few people are aware that the slogan, “Don’t mess with Texas,” originated as an anti-litter campaign.
  - Also, those who submit written work without proofreading it would do well to remember the old adage, “A stitch in time saves nine.”
- Do not use a comma before or after Jr. or Sr.
- Use . . . to indicate an omission in the body of a quotation and . . . . to indicate an omission at the end of the quotation. For example,
  - Carlyle observed that “the wretched are not cheerful company. Dante . . . was not a man to conciliate men.”
  - Macaulay wrote to Edward Russell: “Bad as he was, he was much under the influence . . . .”

ABBREVIATIONS

- Follow *CMS* guidelines for how words should be abbreviated.
- Use e.g., etc., and i.e. only in parenthetical text. In regular running text, spell these out: for example, et cetera, that is, and so on.
- For abbreviations of locations in notes and references, use the two letter postal style: for example, use MN for Minnesota and not Minn; NY for New York and not N.Y.; and AU for Australia and not AUS.
- In running text, spell out the full name of the country, city, or state unless it is used as an adjective: for example, United Kingdom and not U.K., and United States and not U.S.
- U.S. and U.K. should include periods and no spaces and be used only to modify some terms: for example, U.S. foreign policy and U.K. health concerns. For all countries, references to them should be spelled out: for example,
There are currently more than 318 million people living in the United States.

In References, use state and country designations to provide detail for your readers but only if that state or country is not obvious from the name of the publisher: for example, Bloomington: Indiana University Press; Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press; and Toronto, ON: University of Toronto Press; but Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press.

CAPITALIZATION
- *IJFAB* uses sentence capitalization in subheads: for example, 2. Infant feeding practices
- For a hyphenated compound word, capitalize the second part of the word, after the hyphen, as appropriate: for example, post-Victorian.
- A complete sentence following a colon should be in lower case unless the colon introduces a directly quoted full sentence, extract, or question.
- When referred to in running text, book parts should be in lower case: for example, chapter 2.
- In running text, the word article should be in lower case: for example, articles 4, 5, and 22.

NUMBERS
- Spell out whole numbers one through one hundred and all numbers that begin sentences: for example, seventeen, ninety-nine, 200 million, 1.3 trillion, and three billion.
- The only exception to this rule is percentages, in which numerals are used: for example, 10 percent.
- For complete information on numbers, consult the *CMS,* especially beginning with section 9.2.
- For date and page ranges, use a hyphen.

DATES
- Indicate dates of birth and death as 1225-1275; that is, use all digits of the year and separate with a hyphen.
- Indicate inclusive dates of publication as, for example, 1975-99; that is, the two digits of the century of the closing year should be truncated.
- Periods of time across years should be as such: the winter of 1510-1511 and not 1510/11; that is, include all digits of the years separated by a hyphen.
- Depending on the part of speech, there are different ways that a century should be indicated depending on if it is used as a noun or an adjective: for example, twenty-first century as a noun and twenty-first-century as an adjective; mid-nineteenth century as noun and mid-nineteenth-century as an adjective.
- Do not abbreviate decades: that is, 1950s and not 50s, 50’s, or 1950’s.

BLOCK QUOTES
- *IJFAB* uses block quotes for extracts of five or more lines.
- Block quotes should be indented .5” on both the left and right margins.
- Citations for extracts should follow the terminal punctuation of the last line. For example,
  - If this is the last line, then the citation is like this. (155)
• Note that this assumes that the author was identified before the extract. If she was not, then the citation would be this:
  o (Jones 1985, 155)

TABLES
• Tables should be numbered consecutively (Table 1, Table 2, etc.) and must be referenced in the text.

FIGURES
• Figures should be provided in a file separate from the article file with indications in the article file as to their recommended placement: for example, figure 1 here.
• Figure captions should be in the article file either in situ right after the “figure 1 here” instruction or at the end of the file.
• Figures should be provided as high resolution image files (TIFF, EPS, or JPEG) at 600 dpi or better. If high resolution images cannot be provided, please indicate by a URL where they are available online.
• In addition, all figures must be accompanied by proper documentation of permission to reproduce or documentation that they are in the public domain, whichever is the case. Such documentation should be provided with the first post-acceptance draft of your manuscript.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
• Acknowledgments should be included after the body and before the Notes.
• If there is only one acknowledgment, use the singular in the heading
• The Acknowledgment(s) head should be in 12 pt. bold and indented .5”.

IN-TEXT CITATIONS
• IJFAB uses in-text parenthetical citations (or the author/date system) for referencing sources, which involves placing relevant information in parentheses after quotes or paraphrases. We follow the author-page method, which means that the author’s name and page numbers (when available) must appear in the text, and a complete reference should appear in the References section.
• NB: Please make sure that there is an in-text citation for every reference and a reference for every citation.
• The author’s name may appear in the sentence or in the parentheses. If in the text, use the author’s full name at its first appearance in your manuscript. For example,
  o Janet Jones (1985) assumes that “the lion sleeps tonight” (153). Or, “The lion sleeps tonight” is an assumption made by Janet Jones (Jones 1985, 153).
• Note that the page number alone can be used if the source is understood from the context.
• If the source does not have an author, please use the name of the website (e.g., Ellettsville Town Council 2015), the organization (e.g., World Health Organization 2001), the sponsor (e.g., Mayo Clinic 1915), and so forth.
• When the source has more than two authors, please use the last name of the first author and then et al. (e.g., Smith, Jones, and Miller 1987, 415 becomes Smith et al. 1987, 415).
• Citations that include more than one reference should be separated by semi-colons: for example,
(Smith et al. 1987, 415; Jones 2012, 87; Mayo Clinic 2003; IJFAB Blog 2008a).

ENDNOTES

**NB: Do not use Word’s Notes function to create your endnotes, and do not insert reference entries or citations using either Word’s Reference function or external software such as Zotero.**

- *IJFAB* uses endnotes to provide explanations, additional information that is too digressive for the main text, to recommend other sources to your readers, and so forth.
- All notes should be included at the end of the manuscript, after the Acknowledgment(s) (if included) and before the References.
- The Note(s) head should be in 12 pt. bold and indented .5”. Use the singular Note for the head if there is only one note.
- Endnotes are indicated in the text by consecutive superscript Arabic numbers after the punctuation, clause, or phrase to which the note applies.
- Endnotes should be numbered consecutively using Arabic numbers and indented .5” from the left margin. Subsequent lines are flush left.
- In the Notes, endnote numbers are full sized, not raised, and are followed by periods and one space.
- Place commentary after documentation when a note contains both. Separate by a comma.
- In in-text parenthetical citations, separate documentation from brief commentary with a semicolon.
- Do not repeat the hundreds digit in a page range if it does not change the beginning of the range: for example, 171-99 and 2012-15.
- Do not use extra line breaks between endnotes.

REFERENCES

**NB: Do not use Word’s Notes function to create your endnotes, and do not insert reference entries or citations using either Word’s Reference function or external software such as Zotero.**

- *IJFAB*’s style is to use the first names (*not initials*) for authors, editors, translators, and so forth, except if an individual is known by her or his initials (for example, H.D., A.S. Byatt, and G.W.F. Hegel. When using initials, don’t put a space between them.
- See below for specific reference examples. For styles not indicated, refer to the 16th edition of the CMS.
- The References head should be in 12 pt. bold and indented .5”.
- References to books or journal articles with more than six authors should name the first three and then use et al.
- For journal titles, use the full name of the journal; do not abbreviate. The only exception is a journal known only by a short form such as *BMJ*. If you are unsure, please consult a recent issue of *IJFAB*. **NB: The title of IJFAB is IJFAB and not the International Journal of Feminist Approaches to Bioethics (its subtitle).**
For multiple entries by the same author published in the same year, distinguish them by using datea, dateb, datec: for example, Cardella, Kathryn. 1984a; Cardella, Kathryn. 1984b; Cardella, Kathryn. 1984c.

In Notes and References, the word Press is dropped from publishers’ names except for a university press (to distinguish it from its parent institution).

Indicate state or country names to avoid confusion: for example, Cambridge, MA, for MIT Press or Cambridge, UK, for Cambridge University Press; but Oxford for Oxford University Press.

If referring to an article in the same issue of IJFAB in which yours will appear, cite the author, the name of the article (if known), and follow with “in this issue.” No page numbers are required.

All lines after the first should be hanging (i.e., indented .5”). NB: Do not format manually with line breaks, spaces, or tabs. To make references hanging, select all of your references, access the format menu, select paragraph, select indent and spacing (this is the default), select special, and select hanging.

For successive entries by the same author(s), please repeat the author’s name; that is, do not use a 3-m dash. This is for formatting purposes for the compositor and will be corrected by her during composition. NB: Entries are arranged chronically by year of publication in ascending order and not alphabetized by title.

Entries should be closed with a period unless they end with a URL or DOI. Do not use period after these.

Do not insert extra line breaks between entries.

REFERENCE EXAMPLES
NB: Although the examples below are single spaced for economy, yours should be double spaced in accordance with the guidelines above.

BOOK WITH A SINGLE AUTHOR

BOOK WITH MULTIPLE AUTHORS

NB: Note the comma between the names of the first and second authors.

BOOK WITH AN EDITOR

BOOK WITH MULTIPLE EDITORS
BOOK CHAPTER IN AN EDITED BOOK

BOOK CHAPTER IN A MULTI-VOLUME BOOK

BOOK WITHOUT A DATE
NB: The in-text citation would be (Strachey n.d., 176).

BOOK EDITION OTHER THAN FIRST

NEW EDITION OF AN OLDER BOOK

BOOK WITH A TRANSLATOR

BOOK WITH MORE THAN ONE VOLUME

JOURNAL ARTICLE WITH A SINGLE AUTHOR

JOURNAL ARTICLE WITH MULTIPLE AUTHORS
NB: The in-text citation would be (Johnston et al. 2011).

JOURNAL ARTICLE FROM A LIBRARY DATABASE
ARTICLE IN A NEWSPAPER

BLOG POST

COMMISSIONED REPORT OR SIMILAR

CONFERENCE PAPER

CONFERENCE PAPER PUBLISHED IN PROCEEDINGS

DISSERTATION

FILM

LAWS, STATUTES, ACTS
*Jackson vs. City of Joliet*. 1983. 715 F.2d 1200 (7th Cir).

LEGAL OR GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT PRINTED
**LEGAL OR GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT ONLINE**

**NEWSPAPER AS SOURCE**

**ORGANIZATION, UNIVERSITY, MEDIA COMPANY AS SOURCE**


**PODCAST OR RADIO BROADCAST**

*NB: The in-text citation would be (“Court Sides with Neighbors against Giant U.S. Flag,” 2009). Subsequent citations would be shortened to (“Court Sides with Neighbors,” 2009).*

**RESEARCH OR WORKING PAPER**

**TWITTER AS SOURCE**
Silver, Nate. 2016. Twitter post, March 10, 10:10AM. https://twitter.com/NateSilver538/status/707946733049880577?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw

**UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPT**
WEBSITE AS SOURCE

WIKIPEDIA ARTICLE
NB: The in-text citation would be (Wikipedia, “Phrenology” 2014).